At-a-Glance

Cisco Compliance
Management and
Configuration Service
Express
Compete Faster, Smarter with Cisco Expertise

Why CMCS Express?
Mitigate risk by getting informed
against leading practice guidelines
for noncompliant configurations,
helping reduce the risk of human
error.
Increase noncompliance cost
awareness through a plethora
of reports comparing the
manageability maturity of your inscope infrastructure.

Networks are constantly changing. Partly that is because they must conform
to internal policies and best practices as well as commercial and regulatory
standards that are continually being altered. Many companies struggle to
consistently implement and manage changes in compliance across complex
and evolving networks. These companies must adhere to increasing security
requirements, internal best practices, and commercial and regulatory
standards. According to Gartner*, 85 percent of network problems are
caused by changes, 60 percent of network outages are caused by human
error, and 47 percent of changes are not accounted for or authorized. How
can you eliminate or decrease problems like these?
Cisco® Compliance Management and Configuration Service (CMCS)
Express, over a period of 90 days, provides detailed reports comparing the
manageability maturity of your in-scope infrastructure against a baseline of
manageability leading practices.
CMCS Express is provided in three phases during the service term:
• Phase 1: CMCS Express implementation;
• Phase 2: Network discovery, data collection, and upload; and
• Phase 3: Data analysis and reporting.
Cisco CMCS Express uses Cisco experience and expertise, processes, and
tools to analyze your infrastructure and rate it against the best manageability
practices.
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Cisco Solution

nce What customers are saying:
“My job is to build and sell
manufactured finished goods
not manage compliance in my
organization. Anything that takes me
away from my core business is a
distraction. Anyone who can come
in and solve this problem for me so
I can focus on my core competency
will get my business.”
CIO of Leading Manufacturing
Company
“We’re very excited about this
service. We think this is the most
significant initiative we have this
year.”
Director, Leading IT Company

Cisco CMCS Express helps you understand organizational, commercial, and
regulatory compliance across the entire network. CMCS Express provides visibility
into the network environment to strategically address expanding compliance and
change needs. When you have this depth of visibility, you can identify and resolve
issues more quickly, increase efficiency, and ultimately reduce risk. Cisco CMCS
Express helps you achieve and maintain ongoing compliance.
Cisco CMCS Express uses Cisco intellectual property and operational expertise to
measure network configurations against a comprehensive library of standards to
deliver compliance reports covering DSH, FISMA, HIPAA, NERC, PCI DSS, SOX, and a
list of other policy reports.

Sample Reports
• DSH compliance report
• FISMA compliance checklist analysis
• HIPAA compliance checklist analysis
• NERC compliance checklist analysis
• PCI DSS V3.0 compliance checklist analysis

“I want to be a part of this. This is
exciting.”

• SOX (COBIT) compliance checklist analysis

Senior Vice President, Global Bank

Next Steps
To learn more about Cisco Compliance Management and Configuration Express
Service, visit us on Cisco.com or contact askcms@cisco.com.
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